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Introduction 
The number of sources of resistance to head blight 

caused by Fusarium graminearum Schw. is limited in 

wheat (Triticum aestivum L.). Most resistance sources 

come from China, Brazil, and Japan. However, they are 

for the most part tall, late-maturing wheat landraces that 

are low yielding, highly susceptible to leaf, stem, and 

stripe rusts, and in general have undesirable agronomic 

traits. 

Through a collaborative China/CIMMYT project, high 

yield potential and resistance to the thre9 rusts were 

incorporated into advanced wheat lines while 

maintaining their level of head blight resistance. 

Although effective in certain situations, this resistance 

needs to be improved. Moreover, it is ne~essary to 

broaden the genetic base of fusarium re5istance by 

finding other sources of resistance. 

The CI MMYT Wheat Program has therefore been 

looking for other sources of effective head blight 

resistance. The wheat wide crosses unit nas been 

working to introgress resistance from wild grass species 

into wheat through the use of "synthetic" wheats 

(developed by crossing durum wheat with a wild 

relative) and their derivatives. As part of that effort, a 

study was conducted to evaluate the fusarium 

resistance of the best head blight resistant wheat lines 

and their different combinations with synthetics and 

synthetic derivatives. 

wheats and their 

Materials and 
Methods 
Resistance to Fusarium graminearum was 

evaluated during three cropping cycles (1996-

98) in Atizapan, Toluca, Mexico, a location with 

optimal conditions for head blight 

development. Classifying the disease reaction 

phenotypically is complicated by the existence 

of two types of resistance and by their 

quantitative nature (Bai and Shaner, 1994). In 

type I resistance, the plant resists invasion by 

the pathogen, while in type II, the plant keeps 

the pathogen from spreading beyond the point 

of entry. A methodology was developed for 

evaluating type I and type II resistance using 

different inoculation methods for each 

(Gilchrist et al., 1997). 

Disease damage was scored at 15 days post 

inoculation for type I resistance and at 30 days 

for type II. The damage was expressed in 

percent of diseased spikelets and compared 

with that of resistant and susceptible sources. 

Figure 1. Resistant synthetic line 
derived from a cross between durum 
wheat and Aegilops squarrosa 
( Triticum tauchi11. 
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Table 1. Percent diseased spike lets for type I and II 
resistance in advanced bread wheat lines, 
synthetics, and synthetic derivatives alone or in 
combination with other derivatives or with bread 
wheat. Results of three cropping cycles, Atizapan, 
Toluca, 1900-1998. 

Group A 
SHA5/WEAVER 7.62 11.20 
CATBIRD 9.43 621 
GOV/AZJMUS/3/DOD0/4/BOW 5.29 9.63 

Group B 
68112/WARD//AE. 4.79 13.19 

SQUARROSA(369) 
LCK.61/AE.SQUARROSA(313) 1.95 13.13 
GAN/AE.SQUARROSA(437) 14.61 16.56 

Group C 
MAYO OR 14.25 5.64 
CS/LE.RA//CS/3/PVN 12.50 8.76 
SABUF/3/BCN//CETA/AE. 17.93 16.17 

SQUARROSA(895) 
CS/LE.RA//CS/3/PVN 9.17 5.86 
BCN//DOY1/AE.SQUARROSA(447) 8.42 20.26 

Group D 
MAYOOR//TK SN1081/ 9.46 2.3 

AE.SQUARROSA(222) 
CS/TH.CU//GLEN/3/ALD/PVN/ 17.48 10.47 

4/CS/LE. RA/ /2*CS/3/CN 079 
B UC//R U FF/ AE.S0/3/MAIZE 16.99 8.61 
MAYOOR/4/SIREN//ALTAR84/ 2.29 11 .17 

AE.SQUARROSA(205)/3/3*BUC 

Checks 
ALTAR ( s) 100 100 
FLYCATCHER (MS-S) 24.5 44.00 
SUMAI #3 ( R) 10.11 15.10 

* Cultivars highlighted in bold showed high resistance to 
!Jead blight 

L. Gilchrist 
A. Mujeeb Kazi 
M. van Ginkel 
C. Velazquez 

Results 
Table 1 shows the percent diseased spikelets for lines 

and cultivars belonging to four groups of resistant 

germplasm, plus the check cultivars. The groups were 

made up as follows. Group A: Bread wheats having one 

or more resistant parents. Group B: Synthetic wheats 

resulting from a cross between a wild grass and a 

susceptible durum wheat (Fig. 1 ). Group C: Synthetic 

derivatives developed by crossing a synthetic and a high 

yielding line, and then backcrossing two or three limes 

to the high yielding parent. Group D: Lines developed by 

crossing two derivatives with resistance from different 

sources. 

As can be seen in Table 1 , the test cultivars in all 

groups show resistance that is superior or equal to that 

of the resistant check Sumai #3. It should be noted 

that most of them possess resistance genes 

transferred from a wild grass. 

The resistance genes transferred from wild grasses 

have expanded the genetic base of fusarium 

resistance. However, further testing is needed to study 

the genetic base of this resistance using 

biotechnological tools such as molecular markers. The 

new resistance sources will provide breeders with new 

genetic diversity that could be gainfully exploited in 

their wheat improvement efforts. This is no doubt an 

important step toward developing high yielding 

cultivars with effective resistance to head blight of 

wheat. 
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